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Summary: This is what happens just after the Halo arrey ignites.
Please give me some feedback. You know that will help me when writing
an overview.

    Infection

**Infection**

Disclaimer: I do not own any part of the Halo franchise or any know
anybody that does. I am only a fan fiction writer.This not very good
to be honest. If fact it sucks. I just haven't written in a while and
thought I should write something. I made this up off the top of my
head, and creative criticism will be helpful.

After the Forerunners had ignited the halo array, 343 Guilty Spark
was in charge of bringing life to Earth and San'helios. They were
home to the humans and elites. 343 had sent them back to their home
planets, but not before trouble struck. An outbreak of the Flood had
occurred when installation 04 ignited. A small E.M.P. had gone off in
the flood containment center. The sentinels rushed to the scene! But,
they were outnumbered, one hundred thousand to one. The Flood easily
overtook them and moved on. 343 sent a distress call to the other
Halos for help. The Flood spread out; eventually they stumbled across
the genetic storage wing of Halo. The Flood consumed 70% of the
humans and only 30% of the elites. They formed a Gravemind and almost
overtook the Halo, but then sentinels that 343 had requested
appeared. As 343 watched, another 29% of the humans were devoured
before the sentinels finally pushed the Flood back. With only 2
humans left, 343 launched them back to Earth and hoped for the best.
With the Graveminds defeated, the Flood carriers and warriors soon
followed. Only 10,000 Flood pods, they were sent back to storage.
Later, the elites were finally sent home to San'helios. With peace
restored 343 waited for the Reclaimer to come back once again. For
10,000 years he waited, then he finally came. The Reclaimer had
returned once again.
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